
Math 3 Honors Unit 7 Practice Test 
Show All Your Work!!! 

 

 Find the exact value (that means no decimal values). 

1- ( )3tan 1 −−   2-    )1(sec 1 −−   3- ( )3
31cot −   4- ( )2csc 1−  

5- sin−1 �cos�5𝜋𝜋
6
��  6- sec−1 �tan �5𝜋𝜋

4
�� 

 
Give the general solutions for the following trigonometric equations. 
7/8- 3533tan2 =+θ  9/10- 32sin2 2 =+θ   11/12- ( ) 33343cos2 =+θ  

13/14- 4 sin �𝜃𝜃
2

+ 𝜋𝜋
6
� + 3 = 1 

  
Given the information provided, find the missing measure requested.  (Warning: Watch out for the ambiguous case! If 
there are two triangles provide values for both.) 
 
15- ..17&,22,78 aFindcb === α   16- ..23&,74,35 bFindc ===  βα  

17- ..19&,25,31 αβ Findba ===    18- ..49&,37,53 βγ Findcb ===   
19- 𝑎𝑎 = 7, 𝑏𝑏 = 6, & 𝑐𝑐 = 11.  𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝛼𝛼. 
 
20- To measure the height of a mountain, a surveyor takes two sightings of the peak at 

a distance 900 meters apart on a direct line to the mountain. The first observation 
results in a angle of elevation 47 degrees and the second results in an angle of 
elevation of 35 degrees. What is the height of the mountain? 

 
 
21- A motorized sailboat leaves Naples, Florida, bound for Key West, 150 miles away. 

Maintaining a constant speed of 15 miles per hour, but encountering heavy crosswinds 
and strong currents, the crew finds after 4 hours, that the sailboat is off course 20 degrees. 
How far is the sailboat from Key West at this time? 

 
 
You will need the area formulas for 22-25. 

( )( )( )
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2
1 cbaswherecsbsassAoracA ++

=−−−== β  

22- Find the area of the triangle with

 

 𝛼𝛼 = 61°,𝑏𝑏 = 13, & 𝑐𝑐 = 32. 

23- Find the area of the triangle with

 

𝑎𝑎 = 11, 𝑏𝑏 = 17, & 𝑐𝑐 = 20. 
 
24- The dimensions of a triangular lot are 97 feet by 53 feet by 69 feet.  If the price of such land is $5 per square foot 

how much does the lot cost? 
 
25- The irregular parcel of land shown in the figure is being sold for $100 per square foot.  What is the cost of this 

parcel? 

 
Access solution to this practice test at the following link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_daxRpQslH_bHRjazNMT2d1VzQ/view?usp=sharing 


